Remain in Mexico: Unlawful and Unsafe for Children
In January 2019, the Trump Administration began implementing a new policy that requires certain
asylum seekers to wait in Mexico—rather than the U.S.—for the duration of the immigration
proceedings in their cases. The Remain in Mexico policy, referred to by the Department of Homeland
Security as the Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP), represents a dramatic and dangerous shift in the
United States’ treatment of asylum seekers. One year later, the U.S. has sent nearly 57,000 asylum
seekers, including more than 16,000 children, to dangerous border towns in Mexico to wait for
proceedings in their U.S. asylum cases.1

MPP is directly responsible for sending vulnerable children to conditions that
have led to their being rendered unaccompanied. More than 300 children previously in
MPP with their families have later crossed the border alone in search of safety from danger in Mexico.
These children have been transferred to the care of the United States’ Office of Refugee Resettlement
as unaccompanied children.2 Other children have been rendered unaccompanied after being separated
from family members in MPP. For example, some KIND MPP clients report that after their families were
returned to Mexico, a parent or caretaker disappeared, leaving them alone. Several parents never
returned after going out for a day’s work. In one case, a child’s mother disappeared on her way to report
some men who had kidnapped her a few months earlier. With no one to care for them and not knowing
what else to do, these children crossed back into the U.S. to seek safety.

Although the Administration claims that
unaccompanied children are not subject to MPP,
in practice, members of this population have been
sent to Mexico or faced barriers to accessing
protection at the U.S. border as a result of other
unlawful and restrictive policies.
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MPP has been implemented with startling disregard for the safety, rights, and well-being of asylum
seekers, including children, who may face extreme violence in the cities and states in Mexico to which
they are returned.3 Safety threats have tragically materialized in more than 800 publicly reported
cases of violence, murder, rape, or kidnapping against people returned to Mexico as part of MPP,
including the kidnappings or attempted kidnappings of more than 200 children.4 The U.S. does not
provide asylum seekers in MPP with food, shelter, work, transportation to and from their U.S. hearings,
or legal counsel. This makes it exceedingly difficult for children and families in MPP to obtain
humanitarian protection in the United States and heightens their vulnerability to exploitation and
violence as they wait in Mexico.5
KIND is gravely concerned that MPP and related policies have
created confusion and chaos that systematically prevent
unaccompanied children from accessing humanitarian
protection in the United States and place or trap children in
perilous conditions, as observed during KIND’s missions to the
border.6 By depriving children of an opportunity to have their
cases for protection fully and fairly considered, these policies
not only violate our nation’s legal obligations under both
domestic and international law, but risk returning children to
life-threatening danger, or even death. KIND urges the
Administration to promptly rescind these policies.
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